For a C*-algebra A with an action of a locally compact abelian group G, one considers the pure states of A with the associated action. Type I orbits are defined and studied in the previous paper [4] . We continue this study; in particular, we shall show that if A is separable and simple and if there is a type I orbit through a pure state / with trivial stabilizer {t^G: 7r/°o:j~~/} = {0}, then there is a type I orbit with stabilizer equal to any given closed subgroup of G.
Let A be a separable C*-algebra and let a be a continuous action of a separable locally compact abelian group G on A. Let P(A) denote the set of pure states of A and let f^P(A). We call the orbit o f ={f°a t : t^G} through / in P(A) type I if the representation of A on L\G, M f ) is of type I.
We denote by a the extension of a to an action on p f (A) ff ; in other words, a t°p f-p f°at , t^G. Since a is ergodic on the center Z of p f (A)", Sp(a Z) is a closed subgroup of G, which we denote by J(TT/) or A(n f , a). Let G f be the set of seG such that n f°as is equivalent to n f . If o f is type I, then G f =A(n f Y (see 0.1 in [4] ).
In this case there is a weakly continuous action j8 of G/ on n f (Ay' = B(& f ) such that f} t°n : f =K f°at , t^G f , but in general TT/ may not be a G/-covariant, i.e., /3 may not be implemented by a unitary representation of G/. If in addition TT/ is a\ G/-covariant, we call the orbit o f regular type I.
For the system (A, G, a) we defined F^a), a subset of G, in [4] as follows : ) if for any non-zero x^A, any compact neighbourhood U of p, and any s>0, there is an a^A«(U) such that ||fl||=l and \\xax*\\^(l-e)\\x\\\ Let us now define another technical spectrum r z (a) as follows: /?e/\(#) if for any non-zero x^A, any compact neighbourhood U of p, and any e>0, there is an a^A a (U) such that ||a||=l and ||*(a + a*)**||^2(l-£)|l;c|| 2 . Now our results are as follows when the C*-algebra A is simple and unital. If there is a regular type I orbit o f such that the Connes spectrum F(a\G f ) equals G/, then for any closed subgroup H of G there is a regular type I orbit Of with Gf-E (Theorem 2). In particular if (A, G, a) is asymptotically abelian, there is always a covariant irreducible representation (see 2.3 and 3.1 in [4] ). If there is a covariant irreducible representation, then r z (a}~r(a) (Theorem 7). When G is a connected Lie group and a is not uniformly continuous, there is always a non-type I orbit (Theorem 9).
We first prove the following properties of F z (a). Proof. If />eJ(7r), there is a sequence {x n } in A of spectrum p such that lUJI^l and lim^(^J=l ( [4] ). Here {x n } is of spectrum p if for any neighbourhood U of p there is an N such that x n^A a (U) for any n^N. This immediately implies (i).
Proposition. Let
To prove (ii) we adapt the proof of (3)=X5) in 3.1 in [4] . We take for {U n \ the subsequence of {U n } consisting of those which intersect F z (a}. Since we are not assuming the primeness of A here, we simply take for {I n } a constant sequence consisting of a non-zero ideal of A. By the same procedure as in [4] in this setting we obtain a pure state / of A such that ||/|/||=1, and for any and any unit vector fe^"/ there is a Q<=M(p} such that ]|Q||^1 and >^1, or in fact ||g||=l=<0f, f>. (See Section 1 of [4] for the definition of e5ft(/>).) Then by an argument given in the proof of 3.1 in [4] one can conclude that M(p}^l for p<^F z (a), or equivalent A(^f}l^r z (a).
Taking for F the set of K f for all non-zero ideals of A, one obtains that r z (a}dr\x&FW-Hence the equality follows by (i). Since each A(n) is a closed subgroup of G, so is r z (a).
As for (iii), it is obvious that r z (d) 
(iv') F(a\H)-H and there exists a family F of irreducible representations of A such that n7reFker^=(0), and n is a\H-covariant and A(^}-H
L for TreF.
Moreover, if G is discrete the above conditions are equivalent to (v) a t is properly outer for each £eG\{0}.
Proof. It is trivial that (i) implies (i') and (iv) does (iv'). Let F be as in (i') and for each n^F let u be the unitary representation of G which implements a, so that Tt-^Y^u is the corresponding representation of Ax a G.
Since 7i(AY -7i(Ax a G)
f ' and the spectrum of the action on the quotient .X a G/(ker7r)X a G induced by a is G, 1.3 in [4] implies that J(TT, &)=G (note that the faithfulness assumption in 1.3 in [4] was needed only for p instead of TT; in this case this amounts to the property that n Hence (i') implies (ii) by l(i).
To prove (ii)=Xiii) we first give the following result:
Proposition, Let A be a separable prime C*-algebra and let a be a continuous action of a separable locally compact abelian group G on A. Suppose that r z (a}=G. Then there exists an a-covariant irreducible representation of A such that the corresponding representation of Ax a G is faithful.
Proof. To prove this it suffices to show that F(a}=G and r z (a)=G. Because, if this is the case, Ax a G is separable and prime ( [5] ), and hence due to 3.1 in [4] and the lemma below there exists a faithful irreducible representation TT of Ax a G such that n(Ax a G) ff =x(A) ff , where f is the extension of TT to the multiplier algebra M(Ax a G). Thus n\A has the desired properties. Going back to the proof of the proposition, it is obvious that F(a)=G. To prove r z (a) = G we first note
Lemma. // K is a representation of Ax a G such that J(TT, a) = G, then

Lemma. Under the assumption of the above proposition let H be a closed subgroup of G and suppose that there exists a faithful irreducible representation n of A such that n is a\ H-covariant and A(jz)-H*-.
Then [4] , and the latter can be proved by using the fact that there is a /3-covariant faithful irreducible representation of A (see [1] , [4] ).
To complete the proof of Proposition 3, we have to show that F 2 (&) = G. By the previous two lemmas and 3.3 in [4] , it follows that F 2 (a)I3H for any compact or discrete closed subgroup H of G. Since any compactly generated subgroup of G is of the form KxZ L xR m (where K is a compact group and /, m are non-negative integers) and F z (a} is a closed subgroup of G, it easily follows that F 2 (a)=G.
Proof of Theorem 2. To prove (ii)=}(iii) we apply Proposition 3 to (Ax a G, G, a) to yield an a-covariant faithful irreducible representation of Ax a G, which in turn gives a faithful irreducible representation TT of A with J(;r) = G. This implies that r z (a) = G.
The proof of (iii)=Xiv) goes in exactly the same way as the proof of Lemma 6 or 3.3 in [4] as we know by Proposition 3 that there is an a-co variant faithful irreducible representation of A.
Suppose that (iv') holds. [1] . This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
Theorem. Let A be a separable prime C*-algebra and let a be a continuous action of a separable locally compact abelian group G on A. If there is a faithful family of a-covariant irreducible representations of A, then for any closed subgroup H of G with H^F(a) ± , there exists a faithful irreducible representation TC of A such that x is a \ H-covariant and A(K, a)=H J -a In particular, r t (a)=r(a).
Proof. 
Lemma. For each p^F 1} there is a primitive ideal P of Ax a G such that P is ^-invariant, Pckerp and r 2 (^/P)=(H^=G/H t where f)/P denotes the action on the quotient Ax a G/P induced by ft.
Proof. Let & be the set of primitive ideals P of Ax a G such that and there is an irreducible representation K of Ax a G satisfying kerzr^P and A(n, a}=G. We define an order on 3> by inclusion.
For a totally ordered set {P v } in & we claim that there is a P l in £P such that PiC.Pip GH^f tp(P v ) for all v. Once this is proved, we simply take a minimal one in <? for P in the lemma.
Let {P v } be as above and let P Q =C\ V P V . Since Ax a G is separable we may assume that the index set {u} is the positive integers. (For example, let {*"} be a dense sequence in Ax a G and let v n be such that \\x n +P Vn \\^\\x n +P 0 \\/2 and p 7l^yn _ 1 , and set P n =P Vn .) For each n let {/"*} be a decreasing sequence of ideals such that I nk is not contained in P n and for any non-zero ideal / not contained in P n there is an I nk with Jl)l nk . (For example, for the primitive ideal P=P n of Ax a G, let {x k } be a dense sequence in Ax a G\P and let J k be the smallest ideal of Ax a G such that \\x k +J k \\<\\x k -\-P\\/2, and set I nk = Let {pi} be a dense sequence in H^-. We consider the set S={^P l (I nk 
We want to prove that if Jt^S, i=l, ••• , m, then C\?=iJi is essential in J lf First, if Ji=I n k and Jz=I n 'k', then we may assume that /iC/ 2 or /iZ)/ 2 and if /i ID/2, /2 is essential in /! because /V is primitive and J^Jz^Pn'-Second, if Ji=Ink and J 2 : = i Pp l (Ink), and if /C/i is an ideal orthogonal to /iO/ 2 , one must have that /n^(/)=(0) which contradicts that r(a}~DH L unless /=(0). Thus /iH/2 is essential in /j. Since if /iC/ 2 and / x is essential in / 2 , then /iH/ is essential in / 2 H/ for any ideal /, combining these two cases we get the assertion.
Let {J n } be an enumeration of <S ; we may assume that {J n } is decreasing, replacing J n by Jir\'~r\J n . From what we have proved above it follows that J m is essential in J n for m^n. Now we use the procedure in the proof of 3.3 in [4] for (Ax a G, G, a) with {J n } instead of {I n }. Then we obtain an irreducible representation n of Ax a G such that A(n, a)=G and ;r !/"=£(()) for any n. If kerrcCt^CPo), then kerTTCt/Sp^PJ for large n and then kerTrlD/Sp^/^) for large &, a contradiction. Thus ker^CjSpjCA) for any / and so ker ;rCn{j8p(P<,) :
Now we resume the proof of Theorem 7. Let & be the set of primitive ideals P of Ax a G such that P is /9-in variant and r z (fi/P) =G 
10.
Remark. In the above theorem if in addition A is simple and unital, a is uniformly continuous (cf. [3] ).
Proof. Suppose that (i) holds. Then for (p^P f (A)
there is an open neighbourhood U of OeG such that which implies that a t is weakly inner in x 9 for t^U. Since G Q is generated by G 0 r\U, it follows that a t is weakly inner in TT P for any ZeG 0 . Hence there is an action ft on n v (AY such that ^^n^-^^at, £eG 0 . Since /3 is automatically a -weakly continuous (e. g. [4] ), /3 is the desired action on 7t 9 (AY in (ii).
Suppose that (ii) holds. For p!=\ K °a t dt is quasi-equivalent to K V and so pi(A}" is a type I factor. Since G/G 0 is discrete, (iii) follows immediately.
(iii)=Xiv) is trivial. Suppose that (iv) holds and set Suppose that (v) holds. Then for <p^P f (A\ a t is weakly inner in TT^ for t^G Q . Then as in the proof of (i)=Xii), one can show that the action /3 of G 0 defined by /3 £° 7^=71^°^ is continuous. Hence t^afcp is norm continuous.
Let P be a primitive ideal of A. Then a pure state of the quotient C*-algebra A/P is naturally regarded as a pure state of A. Thus P(A) is regarded as the disjoint union of P f (A/P) with P running over the primitive ideals of A. are mutually quasi-equivalent. In particular the kernels of these representations are equal:
11.
